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Welcome to rainy summer 2007. Not much else to say – I can’t believe how many events have
been marred by rain – the audiences just don’t stick around even if we turn up……and as for
keeping your kit clean through several dance spots?
How English is morris? We received an invitation to a formal garden party which said, “national
costume may be worn” and I wondered if I could turn up in my morris kit – but was overruled!
Out came the posh frock instead.

Beth
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Farewell;
Ann Mason
Ann died on 14 June 2007. I first met her as a member of New Esperance Morris, in the 1980s.
In 1992, she became the Publicity Officer of the Morris Federation, a post she held until 1996.
She had a busy time with the Federation – not only dealing with publicity but also publishing
the Newsletter. She was a breath of fresh air on the committee – decisive, straightforward and
great fun to work with.
She’d already been involved with the Federation as a member of its Archive Group since it
started in 1989. Her professional skills as a librarian were put to good use in trying to educate
and guide the amateur members of the group. She was a glutton for punishment – she was also
a member of the wider Morris Archive Group from when it started in 1991, trying to help keep
a fairly disparate bunch of people focused and pulling in the same direction.
In March this year, she married her partner, Alan, who supported her throughout her illness.
She’d only been with him for a few months before she found out that she had cancer in
November 2006.
Everyone who knew Ann will remember and miss her infectious laugh and her enthusiasm for
life.
Sally Wearing
President of the Morris Federation, 1983 to 1995.

Farewell also to Dave Stryker of Newtowne Morris Men who died on 6 June
2007. Another real character. Both the team and the dancer are mentioned in
Kem Stewart’s article about children’s morris and Tony Barrand’s article about
skits.
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Children's Morris in the Boston Area
The future of American Morris and sword dancing is bright if the children's Morris scene in the
Boston area is any indication. At least 70 children aged 10 to 18 are dancing on four youth
sides. Some are children of local Morris men and women, but most are not. Many are heavily
involved in the local country dance and music scenes. Quite a few are accomplished fiddlers,
and some are whistle or box players, playing for their own sides. Many of these children have
already joined or will join adult sides, or join or start up Morris or sword sides when they
disperse after high school.

In the Beginning, There Was Banbury Cross
In 1981, Lynn Beasley started a children's Morris and longsword team at the First Parish
Unitarian-Universalist Church (known henceforth as First Parish UU) in Brookline. The side
was dubbed Banbury Cross Morris & Sword, after the Oxfordshire town with a monument to
St. George featured in the nursery rhyme "Ride a Cock Horse." Banbury recruited dancers aged
10 to 18 from the church, Morris, and Christmas Revels communities to which Lynn and other
team parents belonged.
The list of Banbury's teachers over the years reads like a Who's Who of Boston-area Morris:
Curt Hayashi, Jan Eliot, Steve Roderick of Pinewoods Morris Men, Jacob Bloom and Bruce
Brandt of the Black Jokers, Tom Moussin, Dave Titus, and Steve Dyer of Commonwealth
Morris Men, Laura Allen of Orion Longsword and Dave Stryker of Newtowne Morris Men. In
1995 Banbury moved to the First Unitarian Society in Newton, where its squire and many of its
dancers were congregants, making room for a new children's side in Brookline.
Banbury's primary traditions have been Bampton and Fieldtown, with longsword and
mumming occupying some autumns. Fifteen 4th through 12th-graders currently belong to the
side. 2006 was Banbury's 25th season. It's believed to be the oldest continuously-operating
children's side in the US. At least three of its dancers grew up to become its teachers or to
found other children's sides.

Children's Morris Explodes in the 90s
In 1990, Tom Kruskal and Steve Roderick of Pinewoods Morris Men started Hop Brook
Morris, a 5th to 8th-grade Morris and sword team at the First Parish UU in Sudbury. Hop
Brook dancers practise and perform longsword and mumming in the fall, and Ilmington and
Bampton Morris in the winter and spring.
Emily Williams, Lynn Beasley's daughter and a member of the very first Banbury Cross side,
started a new children's side at the First Parish UU in Brookline in 1995. Like Hop Brook, it
caters to primary and middle schoolers and mixes longsword and rapper with Cotswold Morris.
In 1996, Tom Kruskal attracted a talented quintet of high-schoolers with Morris music and
dance experience from Hop Brook and Banbury Cross, who were enthralled with rapper. This
side called itself Velocirapper, eventually becoming a sensation at the New England Folk
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Festival Association (NEFFA) and the New York Sword Ale. Their example ignited interest
among Hop Brook and Banbury graduates and other local dance-community teens, in rapper
specifically and the idea of a high-school-aged Morris-and-sword side generally. Joe Kynoch
and Tim Radford volunteered to help Tom teach rapper and Morris to these teens starting in
1999. This crew, now numbering over 30, counting recent graduates, is named Great Meadows
Morris & Sword. They perform Adderbury and Longborough hankie and stick dances as a
group, and are divided into five semi-autonomous rapper sides: Candyrapper, Slightly Green,
Beside the Point, Scrambled Six, and Pocket Flyers.

Children's Morris is Similar but Different
Children's sides exhibit regular turnover for the obvious educational, social, and developmental
reasons. Banbury has finished seasons with as many as 18 dancers, and started seasons with as
few as three! Despite distributing flyers and giving demonstrations at schools and fairs, most
dancers are recruited via personal friendships in neighborhood, school, church, and traditional
music, dance, and song communities.
Boston-area children's sides practise weekly for 60 to 90 minutes, followed by a 15 to 30
minute “snack and bull”(chat) session. Most practise on Sunday afternoons or early evenings,
sometimes immediately after a church service or Sunday school session that brings many of the
children together anyway. One area side practises on a weekday evening from 6:30 to 8:00. All
the Boston area sides currently practise in Unitarian parish halls. Every New England town has
a Unitarian church, and most are willing to donate or charge minimally for practice space in
return for participation in seasonal observances such as the winter solstice or May Day.
Children's sides rely on parent volunteers for logistical support, including helping with kit and
bell making, secretarial and bookkeeping chores, providing after-practice snacks, fundraising
to defray trip expenses and chaperoning trips. Usually a children's side is taught by a dedicated
adult Morris dancer who may or may not have a child on the side. It's generally a volunteer job,
although occasionally the teacher is paid an honorarium. Banbury's current foremen are a pair
of high-school juniors who have danced with the side for seven years. The several rapper sides
that comprise Great Meadows have their own teen foremen and musicians, and choreograph
their dances independently.

An Ale of Their Own: The Ginger Ale
In May of 1997, Peggy Marcus, Banbury Cross squire and mother of Morris and sword dancers
Andrew and Aaron Marcus, along with Tom Kruskal, invited local children's Morris and sword
sides to an all-day event called the Ginger Ale. Held every year since then, between May Day
and Lilac Sunday, the Ale is a miniature Marlboro Ale for Morris youth. As many as eight
New England children' teams tour Boston or its suburbs, finishing the day with a big massed
and show stand at a high-visibility location like Boston's Quincy Market. A feast at a local
side's parish hall ensues, often featuring ‘pick-up’ dancing, skits and English country or contra
dancing.
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The Current Scene: Boston and Beyond
In addition to Banbury, Mulberry, Hop Brook and Great Meadows, there are children's sides in
nearby areas, most of which regularly attend NEFFA and the Ginger Ale, and occasionally the
Marlboro Ale. Examples include Beyond the Fringe and the Johnny Jump Ups from Western
Massachusetts, and Green Mountain Morris and Maple Leaf Morris from the Norwich VT area.
Jamie Watson formed a boys' side in Lansdowne PA, which appeared at the 2002 Marlboro
Ale. There have been children's sides on Martha's Vineyard and in New Haven CT. Waldorf
primary schools sometimes recruit local Morris dancers to teach their 6th-grade classes Morris
dances for school-wide May Day celebrations. Less frequently, local public- or private-school
music teachers with Morris or sword experience introduce their students to the traditions.

Back to England
Making an English pilgrimage is not solely the province of adult sides. Velocirapper
distinguished themselves at the Whitby, Yorkshire, Sword Spectacular in 20001 as did Great
Meadows in 2004. Candyrapper and Beside the Point were placed 2nd and 4th respectively in
the open division (6th and 8th overall) at the 2005 Dancing England Rapper Tournament
(DERT), achieving "premier" status and guaranteeing a return invitation.
Just like the English country, contra and traditional square dance movement, the Morris revival
in America has ebbed and flowed over the decades. However, the quantity and quality of
young Morris and sword dancers in New England bodes well for the vitality of English ritual
dancing.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kem Stewart
Kem is a member of Newtowne Morris Men, past squire of Banbury Cross Morris & Sword,
and secretary of Great Meadows Morris & Sword. He can be reached at
kem.stewart@alum.mit.edu.
Reprinted with thanks to AMN, Vol. 25, No. 1, April 2005 ISSN: 1074-2689

1

Morris Matters Volume 19 Number 2 (2000); reviewed by June Rowlands
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The Marlboro Morris Ale at 30: Skits, Spoofs, and
Invention: the Ale as a Cradle of Creativity
The Marlboro Morris Ale2 was started in 1976 primarily as a means to let teams see each other
doing Cotswold Morris and, thereby, raise their standard of dancing. From the beginning, then, the
Marlboro Ale was about Cotswold Morris and, for the most part, still is, with some changes as the
Ale went through the three organizational phases, one roughly every ten years. From 1976-1986,
before the Marlboro men's and women's teams split after I quit as Squire, it was run by Marlboro
Morris and Sword; from 1987-1996 the Marlboro women took charge, assisted by the re-formed
Marlboro Morris Men; and from 1997 to the present it has been operated by a committee of
volunteers, still mostly from the two Marlboro teams.
Since the 1980s, teams specializing in sword, processional/North-west Morris, Border, Garland or
Molly dancing have been welcomed but in limited numbers, usually no more than two or three
teams at any Ale. The bulk of invitations have been reserved for Cotswold teams or "sides".
Furthermore, a bias of mine which has survived is the position that the best dancing is most likely to
be found when a team uses one or, at most, two source repertoires associated with a particular
Cotswold village or town (what Morris dancers often call "traditions", a term I have abandoned in
this context) such as those catalogued in "Bacon" (aka "The Black Book")3.
Dancing only repertoire from one source was a radical change from the approach taken by the first
North American team, the Pinewoods Morris Men, which built its repertoire around a small number
of dances from several village sources. The list included Adderbury "Lads A'Bunchum" and "Black
Joke", Abingdon "Princess Royal" (the only published Abingdon dance), Bledington "Glorishears
(Leapfrog)", "William and Nancy" and "Young Collins", Brackley "Jockey to the Fair", Bucknell
"Queen's Delight", Eynsham "Brighton Camp", Fieldtown "Balance the Straw", "Banks of the Dee",
"Step-Back (Old Molly Oxford)" and "The Rose", Headington "29th of May", "Constant Billy"
(with two sticks) and "Trunkles", occasionally Longborough "Swaggering Boney" and Sherborne
"Gallant Hussar"; finally Bampton "Highland Mary" and, of course, "Bonny Green Garters" for a
recessional. This set of dances and the source repertoires used reflected two things: first, the dances
taught in "Morris" classes at Pinewoods Camp run by the Country Dance and Song Society for
many years (one never needed to identify them as "Cotswold" dances: even as of 1974 there was
only one kind of Morris); and, second, a range selected from notations first published in the five
volumes of Cecil Sharp & Herbert MacIlwaine's “The Morris Book”4 which represented all the
types of choreographic arrangement seen in the Cotswolds: for example, a one-stick dance, a twostick dance, a "Trunkles" (the commonest of the corner dances), a challenge dance, a dance in
columns, a dance ending with a "maiden" hoisted, etc.
This repertoire was so widely known, I chose the first so-called "mass" or "massed" dances used at
the Marlboro Ale from it. These were interspersed in the Ale program as "common" repertoire so
that teams got to do more dancing than just their own "show" dances and to provide a spectacle for
the audience. If you examine the repertoire danced at the first few Marlboro Ales (using the Digital
Video Research Archive (DVRA)5 and searching on the listed dance names), you'll see most of
them in the early Ale years (1976-1979).
2

“Why an Ale?” American Morris Newsletter, 25 (1), April 2005 see http://americanmorrisnews.org/pastissues
“A Handbook of Morris Dances” by Lionel Bacon , pub: The Morris Ring, 1974
4
Second edition, EP Publishing 1974, reprint of 1912-1924 editions; for volume I of 1907 see
http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/12926
5
http://www.bu.edu/uni/dvra/
3
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After 1979, however, something else was seen. Teams began inventing dances to fill out their
repertoire by borrowing ideas from other sources. You dance Bucknell but there isn't a Bucknell
Glorishears? The old Pinewoods model would be simply to add Bledington Glorishears. Now teams
make (invent) one using the Bucknell figures and gestures, fitting in Bucknell capers. This way of
making new dances by pinching other people's basic idea was clearly a characteristic of the 19th
century Morris as well. It's surely why many teams, for example, had their own "Trunkles", a
"shooting" dance, and a leapfrog dance. Americans, always ready for something new, began to get
creative.
I was looking to introduce new dances and styles of Morris into the Pinewoods Camp dance weeks.
So 1979 was also the year I spent ten weeks in England and brought back film to the U.S. of a wide
range of other types of Morris and movies of teams that specialized in a single source repertoire.
The films of performances I took in the summer of 1979, and that Rhett Krause gathered during his
year in England (1982), revolutionized my teaching and my approach to shaping the Marlboro
team's dancing. A lot of influential American Morris leaders went to Pinewoods from 1980-85.
Once new ideas spread forth from "English Dance Weeks" at camp and were seen at the Marlboro
Ale, the pace of creative change heated up.
In this essay, then, I want to focus on the various ways in which the Marlboro Ale has been a cradle
of creativity especially for the core genre of Cotswold-style dancing. I see five main areas of
invention.

1. Bacon arrives! Expanding the source repertoires used
When I first went to Pinewoods Camp, there was a well-established order for the teaching of
"Morris", with simultaneous classes for beginners, intermediate, and experienced dancers.
Following closely the sequence in “The Morris Book”, beginners were taught dances from
Headington (or perhaps Adderbury, Bampton or Ilmington), intermediates studied Bledington,
Fieldtown, or Bucknell (adding galleys and hook-legs to their individual skills), and experienced
dancers were allowed to tackle Sherborne or Longborough. These classes provided the core of what
was danced at the first Marlboro Ale in 1976.
But "Bacon" brought a revolution with about 70 set dances identified with a dozen villages or
towns. Lionel Bacon (aided extensively by Roy Dommett) made a handbook that has almost 400
dances from two dozen locations. This is a more than five-fold increase in the number of dance
notations. Responding to requests to make sense of the mass of information in "Bacon", the
Marlboro team ran a weekend in September 1978 at which we hoped to dance as many of the
dances as we could, aided by other experienced leaders Fred Breunig and Howard Lasnik. Dancing
constantly in shifts, we got through representative examples of each Cotswold repertoire in
"Bacon", 96 in total. It was held on a cold, rainy fall weekend at Camp Waubanong, a local
children's summer camp where those not dancing huddled around the camp house fireplace or the
cook stove. The intense and tiring, yet exhilarating days quickly led the place to be known as
"Camp Woebegone." It opened up many aspects of the Cotswold style of dancing previously
unknown on this side of the Atlantic.
I got interested in seeing what happened to the American repertoire. I checked the clips from the
first 29 years of the Ale in the DVRA (2005, the 30th year, wasn't coded at the time of writing!). I
decided to count the numbers danced from each source repertoire in each year. I have displayed
them in the table below, broken down by the three ten-year phases of the organizational life of the
-8-
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Ale. The source repertoires represent those listed from Cotswold locations in Bacon plus two
(Withington and Bessels Leigh) that Roy Dommett resurrected and I included in my “Six Fools and
a Dancer”6. I included non-Cotswold dances such as those from Winster (in Derbyshire) and Uptonon-Severn because they were/are used by teams dancing Cotswold repertoire. The numbers for
these only represent the Winster Processional and the Upton stick dance (with one performance of
the Upton handkerchief dance).
Numbers of Set Dances by Repertoire at Marlboro Ales

Abingdon
Abram
Adderbury
Ascot-Under- Wychwood
Badby
Bampton
Bessels Leigh
Bidford
Bledington
Brackley
Bucknell
Chipping Campden
Ducklington
Eynsham
Fieldtown
Headington Quarry
Hinton
Ilmington
Kirtlington
Lichfield
Longborough
Oddington
Sherborne
Stanton Harcourt
Upton-on-Severn
Wheatley
Winster
Withington

76-85
1
1
25
7
8
59
0
0
46
13
7
1
12
3
58
31
2
49
1
26
7
3
11
0
4
1
12
0

86-95
0
0
1
31
9
43
2
0
40
25
8
3
17
0
87
7
0
32
19
24
35
48
36
3
8
0
27
0

96-04
0
0
1
26
0
69
6
0
18
7
3
5
11
0
87
4
0
18
6
32
9
7
9
4
6
0
24
11

Total
1
1
27
64
17
171
8
0
104
45
18
9
40
3
232
42
2
99
26
82
51
58
56
7
18
1
63
11

This table bears extensive examination but let me here make the following observations:
a. After being well represented at the first Ale and in the first ten years, all of William Kimber's
home repertoire from Headington Quarry becomes less common than the Upton stick dance, going
from 31 in the first ten years to 4 in the last.
b. Adderbury reappeared in 2005 when the Adderbury Morris Men themselves came to Marlboro
but after being very present early on, it lost popularity.

6

“Six Fools and a Dancer: The Timeless Way of the Morris” by Anthony G Barrand, Northern Harmony Pub. Co.,
1991
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c. Other Morris Book sources did very well. Fieldtown and Bampton are overwhelming favorites in
thirty-year totals and in the top three in every ten-year block. Ilmington, Brackley and Sherborne
are well represented (although Ilmington may be skewed as it was the specialization of the host
Marlboro women's side)
d. However, some of the variety which existed in published sources appeared once early on and
never again, for example the “Abram Circle Dance” (Maud Karpeles, 19327) and Princess Royal
from Abingdon (Sharp & McIlwaine). Furthermore, Wheatley, Eynsham and Bidford, also all in
Sharp & MacIlwaine, were largely ignored.
e. Oddington, Ascot-under-Wychwood, Lichfield, and Kirtlington appear regularly, though the
Lichfield numbers are skewed somewhat because they were the specializations of the host Marlboro
men's (until 1986) side.
f. A couple of teams very profitably kept to the existing, known repertoire, notably John Dexter's
Bouwerie Boys from New York City with Sherborne and Jim Morrison's Albemarle (VA) Morris
Men with Bledington. But despite a broadening of the range of source repertoires used, most
additions happened as people made up new dances in a style interpreted from a particular repertoire,
e.g. Thames Valley International with Fieldtown, Marlboro Morris and Sword with Ilmington, and
Ring o' Bells with Ascot.

2. "New" additions to existing source repertoires
Reflecting on the Camp Woebegone weekend, it became very easy to see the patterns of Cotswold
dances and, as mentioned above, to make a new dance in one style by borrowing an idea from
another. Dancing nine different Trunkles in one weekend will reveal the pattern that's easy to
interpret in your own style even if you don't remember any one of the dances through the blur. (e.g.
Goatshead Morris of London, Ontario made up an Ilmington Trunkles).
This change of perception also happened as dancers started to see many other repertoires being
danced. As I wrote above, the preference of North American teams (at least those who came to the
Marlboro Ale) began to be on choosing a single source repertoire and exploiting all of the dances in
its known repertoire but adding new dances. Sometimes these were just filling the dance card out
with ideas that were common in the 19th century Cotswolds but had either not been adopted in that
village or, equally possible, had not been remembered or noted down by Sharp or another collector.
Increasingly, dances were invented based upon discovered tunes or local or national events (for
example, I used "Lilliburlero" for a new Lichfield-style dance, "I 91", named after the interstate that
runs through Brattleboro, VT, with four distinctive components for each exit in Windham County,
and the Marlboro women made up an Ilmington-style dance named "Challenger" after the explosion
of the space shuttle on January 28 1986. [N.B. they interpolated galleys in their Ilmington
interpretation after a reference about an earlier version of the Ilmington dances from Roy
Dommett8.]
I want to leave this section about inventing dances "in the style of" by highlighting dances created
after the disaster that affected everyone's lives: The attack on the World Trade towers on September
11th, 2001. Two Morris dancers died that day, both Marlboro Morris Men. Steve Adams had just
started a new job in the "Windows on the World" restaurant in the North Tower and Chris
7

8

“The Abram Morris Dance” Karpeles, Maud , JEFDSS, I, 1 (1932) 55-59
“Roy Dommett's Morris Notes”, Barrand, A. G. (ed.), CDSS, 1986
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Carstanjen was a passenger on the plane that hit the South Tower. Both men were remembered by
the Marlboro women in a tribute dance called Hallelujah and by the Marlboro Morris Men in a
dance called The Twin Towers.

3. From the village of Roy Dommett: Previously unused
Cotswold repertoire found in manuscript sources
First there was Cecil Sharp, who deserves the credit for alerting a broader audience to the existence
of the English display dance traditions. Then there was Roy Dommett who delved deeply into the
Sharp field notes and other sources for further information that fed and shaped the later "revival" of
Morris dancing in the second half of the 20th century. He led innumerable workshops at Halsway
Manor and elsewhere, showing film and teaching interpretations of the full range of Cotswold
repertoire and circulating his "Notes" based on his informed view of what was actually collected.
They made new source repertoires available by the 1960s in England and in the late 1970s in North
America.
One effect of this was the "discovery" of previously unknown source repertoires. But Withington
and Bessels Leigh are based on such fragmentary scraps of information that it's clear they are based
more on Roy's brilliant Morris mind than on any "tradition". I added notations for these two in my
book, “Six Fools and a Dancer”, extracted from the 1000 pages of Roy's "Morris Notes" that he
gave me between 1976 and 1986. They had excitingly different figures.
Jack in the Green (Harrisville, New Hampshire) adopted the unusual figures of Bessels Leigh and
interpreted the dances Roy made notations for, such as the Curly Headed Ploughboy. They have
also made new dances "in the style" such as "Battling Kittens", now known as Leapfrog.
Even more challengingly, Commonwealth Morris Men of Boston/Cambridge took on the daunting
task of making the very difficult figures of Dommett's "Withington" look good with its three-beat
galley and dizzying hey. And they made it look very good for a few short years until age finally
won out. They borrowed from Roy's two dances, such as the Gallant Hussar but, I think, brilliantly
added several new ones such as Abraham Brown, following Roy's suggestion that "any dances from
the Stowe area" would serve.

4. "New" source repertoires (invented "traditions")
Other American teams have invented the set figures, arm gestures, and movement style on which a
whole new source repertoire can be developed. In the general style of the Cotswolds, three of these
have evolved as rich treasures with lasting qualities. Toronto Morris Men's "Hogtown" (a nickname
for Toronto because of its livestock trade) is one. They have made several dances, for example,
Ryerson's Stick Dance.
Jim Brickwedde in Minneapolis, an influential teacher in the mid-west, was primarily responsible in
the 1970s for the elaborate Minneapolis-on-Mississippi style. I was never comfortable with it
because of its downward, outward arm gestures and odd feet-together-jump with hands held
together over the crotch. But when Rick Mohr introduced it to the Commonwealth Morris Men to
replace the strenuous Withington of their prime and extend their dancing lives, it became
"Minneapolis-on-the-Charles" and became an attractive, integrated repertoire. See for example,
their Trunkles.
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5. Spoofs and parodies
But my favourite -- though unanticipated -- creations of the thirty years of the Marlboro Ale have
come with the many "spoofs" and parodies. These take advantage of and reveal the essential
characteristics and repeating patterns of the Cotswold Morris. I see four types:
a. Individual gems worked out in advance: The Albemarle Morris Men were always inventive
with new Bledington-style stick dance ideas, such as Old Peculiar (for me, this was a Fool's delight
with sticks being tossed up for grabs). They brought outstanding parodies to the Ale designed to be
presented to knowledgeable Morris audiences such as we have at the Saturday morning Marlboro
College show or at Newfane Courthouse. One, based on the dance Saturday Night that gradually
adds dancers, poked fun at the suggestion, brought to the U.S. by Roy Dommett but which I
enthusiastically championed, that Morris "hankies" should be large and not little "snot rags" (as we
called them in school). Their Strip Trunkles was also an early (1983) tour de force. The Kingsessing
Morris Men provided a truly lasting Ale favourite that even became a "massed" dance with their
Three Stooges Morris dance, Mr. Softee.
b. Team parodies of whole, "rediscovered traditions": I and a lot of the Marlboro team took this
Cotswold Morris dancing stuff very seriously in the 1970s and 1980s. The Newtowne Morris Men
(Boston) were indispensable for revealing the funny side of the whole enterprise. For several years,
they chose a new persona for each Ale appearance. At one they brought the ancient miners' tradition
of Amble-on-Down and at another the Italian Morisco. In 1995, they appeared as a remnant of the
old Viking Morris customs and even enlisted the women of Windsor Morris as Viking maidens.
Windsor that year left me with one of my favourite all-time Ale memories when they processed as
Viking maidens shouting "Wicca - oi! - Wicca - oi! - Wicca, wicca, wicca - oi! oi! oi!"
c. Inventions on tour: A Sunday Windham County tour with the Newtowne Morris Men and the
Bouwerie Boys were also responsible for Island Mary, the Bampton "Highland Mary" danced to the
tune, "Jamaica Farewell."
d.
Skits and spoofs in after feast dancing: Dancing after the feast at the Marlboro College
Dining Hall has always been a source of prepared and spontaneous spoofs. Many examples will
appear with a search on the word "spoof" at the DVRA. A personal favourite was a sidestep-halfhey dance done by six influential American Morris teachers with each one doing the figures and
movements from a different Cotswold source repertoire.
And, of course, the spoof published by Sharp & MacIlwaine as the Wyrsedale dance is a perennial
favourite.
Are these American Morris dances or Morris in America? Many fine inventions occurred at the
Ale as spoofs or parodies but also as serious "new" dances in different genres of Morris or sword. A
check of the DVRA shows that the number of dances listed as "invented" at the Ale shows that, in
the first five years (1976-1980), there were only one or two dances (0-5% of the total) not found in
"Bacon", whereas in the years from 1999 to 2004 there was an average of sixteen, or 35% of the
total. In several years, half the dances at the Ale were invented.
Anthony G Barrand PhD, Boston University
Reprinted with thanks to AMN, Vol. 25, No. 2, July 2005 ISSN: 1074-2689
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So what it is with Musicians?
OK I am not a musician and therefore I am biased. But it seems to me that Morris sides often have
a love/hate relationship with their musicians.
The first problem with Morris musicians is that half of them play melodeons. The second problem
is that the rest play fancy instruments that cannot be heard over the melodeon or in some cases even
your own breathing. I remember one who played a recorder: if he was playing on his own we had
to dance downwind of him in order to hear the tune.
You also get those musicians who are more interested in the tune they are playing than the dance
they are playing it for. There was one I knew who had a wonderfully interpretative style that was a
joy to listen to: he would hold notes, speed up or slow down whenever he thought it added
something to the music. He was impossible to dance to.
My own pet hate though is the bass drum which you do not so much hear as feel, particularly if you
have a hangover. To be fair though, it can keep the dancers together and force the musicians to play
at a fixed tempo even if they cannot agree on the actual key.
So how does your side get on with its musicians? Are they part of the side or not?
1) Do your musicians wear?
a. The same kit/outfit as the rest of the side.
b. A variation of the kit/outfit.
c. Something in the side’s colours.
d. Anything they like so long as they turn up.
2) Do you have a policy of how many musicians you have playing at any one time?
a. Yes and we keep to it.
b. Yes and we try to keep to it.
c. Yes but the b~##%!s won’t keep to it.
d. No, we’re just glad they bothered to turn up.
3) If you have a single musician playing at a time, is this because
a. It is easier for one musician to keep the music to the speed of the dancers
b. It is easier for the dancers to keep to the speed the musician is playing at
c. We cannot trust two or more musicians to keep time with each other
d. Otherwise the dancers feel intimidated by the size of the band.
4) If you have a band of musicians, is this because
a. The big band sound adds another layer of colour to the overall performance.
b. That way they can cover up each other’s mistakes.
c. At least one of them will be playing the right tune at the right speed.
d. Otherwise they will feel intimidated by the number of dancers.
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5) Do your musicians take a turn at dancing?
a. Yes, we have a general rule that all musicians should also be able to do the dances.
b. Yes, if they are asked specifically on bended knee.
c. Dance? They can barely keep time standing still.
d. No, they either play or do nothing and usually the latter.
6) When introducing a new dance to the repertoire, who decides which tune to play for it?
a. The Foreman or some of the dancers.
b. The Foreman and the lead musician.
c. We stick a pin in a list of possible tunes from the Black Book, otherwise the arguments
go on forever.
d. The musicians find a tune they can all play that roughly fits.
7) When performing, where do the musicians stand?
a. Wherever the Squire says.
b. Wherever they will not impede the audience’s view of the dance.
c. They always stand at the top of the set.
d. Wherever they like, usually between the audience and the set.
8) When you go to the pub after a dance spot do the musicians
a. Sit where they are told to – if they are allowed to at all.
b. Sit with everyone else.
c. Sit down in a separate corner.
d. Go to a different pub.
9) Musicians often play in ceilidh bands. What happens if there is a clash of bookings?
a. We don’t let them belong to bands.
b. Whichever was arranged first takes priority.
c. The Bagman gets a very apologetic phone call and reaches for the list of other musicians
who might be able to help out.
d. We all go to the ceilidh and sit glowering at the band.
Mostly As:
You really have it sorted. Your musicians really are a part of the side, mainly I suspect because
they wouldn’t dare leave. Just remember that musicians are human too and they do have feelings –
even those who play the melodeon.
Mostly Bs:
You seem to have reached a modus vivendi with your musicians. They have their idiosyncrasies but
then so do the dancers. At least everyone seems to be aware that the music can be as important as
the dance itself. Just be careful they don’t get above themselves.
Mostly Cs:
Look on the bright side; at least you are talking to each other – usually. You really need to think
about who is running the show and for whose benefit.
Mostly Ds:
You might as well give up now or start paying your musicians to turn out for you: that way they
might start taking you seriously.
Long Lankin, March 2007
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Where Does Cecil Sharp Fit into All This? – Twelve Years
with the Fabulous Fezheads
In the review of The Magic of Morris, Volume 2 in the July 2006 issue, I was surprised to see
mention of a track on it by the Fabulous Fezheads. Okay, my appearances with them are now
infrequent, and was told ‘I could have played on it if I wanted.’ No matter! The reviewer queried
whether the Fezheads even qualify under the Morris umbrella. Well, since you asked … I know few
of them care one way or the other, but I thought it worthwhile to trace how a breakaway faction of
the Boughton Monchelsea morris dancers evolved into wannabee street theatre.
After my first year, I wrote of my experiences in Morris Matters9. The team had only existed for
eighteen months before I joined, and were still very much a morris team, performing many of the
dances Boughton perform today. The Fezheads had started to write and perform dances with a
Music Hall theme, but by 1994 these only comprised ‘The Knee Dance’, the Wilson, Keppel and
Betty sand dance, and a first attempt at what is now the ‘Hat Swap’ dance. There was also ‘Saturday
Night‘ which started life as a set dance involving figures such as the Shadows Strut (au Hank B.
Marvin) and Chuck Berry duck walk to the tune Mungo Jerry’s ‘In the Summertime’. Practices
were carried out in a derelict psychiatric ward of Maidstone Hospital (and I didn't make that bit up),
which is where I left the original article.
Like many teams, bedevelling the Fezheads is the problem of getting people to turn up at practices.
In an attempt to break the mould, these were shifted in 1994 to the Brickmakers’ Arms near
Maidstone Prison, in the room used by Hat Trick – an a capella singing group who go around
festivals dressed as chimney sweeps. The room was damp but usable, and behind the public bar
whose jukebox was so loud you couldn't have a decent conversation. Although one or two members
returned, the lads were shortly on the move again two hundred metres away to the Fisher's Arms.
The only memorable thing coming from that was the incorporation of a new item. This was the ‘Fig
and Date dance’, based on a skit performed on the Marty Feldman Show by the comedian with John
Junkin and Tim Brooke-Taylor all dressed in lederhosen and purportedly treading grapes in barrels,
to the tune ‘Humoresque’. A video player was brought in every week, and three of us with myself
on concertina emulated it, concluding with a double speed chorus. Today, it comprises the opening
tableau for the annual Fig and Date Fayre. Back downstairs one evening, it was realised that the
only beer was bottled and that the dray had failed to turn up. The landlord was thanked, paid, and
we moved off a hundred metres along the road to the Wheelers’ Arms for what proved one of the
more creative spells in Fez history.
What is curious about our new residence is that we seldom practised there. Occasionally, we would
ascend to the clubroom, but every time a dance was attempted, the beer glasses would rattle on their
cuphooks downstairs, so anything strenuous was saved for when the darts team had an away match!
After a sabbatical, ‘our glorious leader’ Phil Long returned and ‘Saturday Night’ was revived to the
tune ‘The Old Bazaar in Cairo’, substituting the evolutions with plausible-ish fez figures, e.g. scary
mummies, speed skating and sand-dance hey, but retaining the Madness walk (from the eponymous
rhythm combo). ‘Hat Swap’ was also revamped to the tune ‘Egyptian Reggae’ complete with its
pigeon-pecking turn-single which had us in hysterics when first rehearsed. During this period,
mention was made how tatty the old Boughton rag-coats now looked, and a resolution made to
dress in kaftans. Material was bought from a haberdashers off Brick Lane and made up by
9

Morris Matters Volume 13, Number 2 (1994)
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Goldsmith's graduate Arthur deMowbray, with their first outing at the Rochester Winter Dickens
Festival in December 1996.
The last significant memory of the Wheelers period occurred about the time Rugby Union went
professional. In 1998, Saracens RFC made the final of the Tetley Trophy at Twickenham, and a
report in the Daily Telegraph told the world how proud Nigel Wray was of his ‘fez boys’. Wray is a
millionaire businessman who pumped money into Saracens, who duly moved from their Enfield
ground to share the Vicarage Road stadium with Watford Football Club to accommodate increased
attendances. In keeping with the club image, members of the Supporters’ Association wear fezzes
and call themselves the Fez Boys. To cut a long story short, Phil Long wrote back saying something
like ‘You can't call yourselves that. We are the original Fezheads!’ To which he received a demand
that we attend all home matches at their expense! Kick-offs were at Sunday lunchtime, so we'd be
back home in Kent in time for afternoon tea. This was surreal.
The first match attended, versus Richmond in November 1998, was a 3 p.m. kick-off, so no tea and
buns back home. We were shown into an empty ground, and told we could change in a room
sharing with the Saracens Starlites – a team of American-style cheerleaders. Very nice too! We
were given vouchers for food and drink, and paid a substantial fee for our troubles. Before long,
whole books of season tickets plopped through our letterboxes, complete with club ties and lapel
badges. Tasks weren't onerous.

We became organised, meeting in the riverside Malta Inn car park on the edge of Maidstone close
to the M20 at about 11 a.m. on match day. An hour and a half later would find us on the opposite
side of the M25 at the Red Lion pub opposite the stadium to meet the advance guard of the Fez
Boys. At 1.30 p.m., we would perform outside the turnstiles for an hour, before going inside the
stadium and continuing there until the start of the match. The only downside of that was freezing
cold
wintry
days when you
could
hardly
feel
your
fingers. At half
time, we would
sand dance the
perimeter of the
pitch
along
what was left
of
the
‘Astroturf’.
Thus, I can
proudly
say
that
I've
actually
performed in
front of 13,500
people – alas,
not
before
anyone
who
came specifically to see us! This procession was accompanied by a non-stop tirade of
announcements made over the tannoy so none of the dancers could hear the musicians anyway. It
was rather soul-destroying; however, we did get a warm round of applause.
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On the first occasion, we toured the corporate hospitality suites in the Rous Stand, including a visit
to the Sir Elton John suite – not that Reg is familiar with the game with the oval ball. We were even
given access to the members-only Kas-bar (geddit?) But all good things come to an end. After being
feted regally for three years, we were told that our ‘services were no longer required’. The problem
was that we never saw ourselves as employees, rather supplementary cheerleaders. In 2000,
Saracens failed to qualify for the Heineken European Cup, and the social budget was cut because of
reduced revenues. Both we and the Starlites were out! In fact, the Fez Boys sneaked us back into the
fold after a break of four years when they booked us as part of their party for the so-called ‘doubleheader’ at Twickenham when all four London teams played each other at the start of the 2004-05
season. Today, the Watford connection is more informal.
Before that experience, it would be fair to say that the pinnacle of our expectations was to perform
at beer festivals – and our oddball image lent itself to that. One of these was the Maidstone Festival.
We appeared on television, with comedian Arthur Smith declaring that he was ‘surrounded by a
bunch of Tommy Coopers’. This lasted until 1997 when Princess Diana's funeral took place on the
day scheduled and was thus curtailed. Another annual booking in tune with this was the Faversham
Hop Festival, where we would hold court outside and inside the Sun Inn in West Street. Bookings
seldom comprised dancing outside pubs with other morris teams. If anything, we performed inside
pubs in the Maidstone area where we knew we’d be made welcome.

One initiative came indirectly from a description of us by Gordon Newton in a Rochester Sweeps
Festival programme citing our home location as ‘The Goodwin Sands’ – a sandbank in the Straits of
Dover which is solid land at very low tides at certain times in the year, otherwise danger to
shipping. (Actually, the Fez webmaster always claimed our residence as Camber Sands near Rye,
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but that's another story). Investigations were made, and in June 1997, we found ourselves on a
hovercraft leaving Dover Western Docks heading for the middle of nowhere. Intelligence has it you
expect to find deranged people playing cricket on the Goodwin Sands. I cannot report that, but I do
remember miniature hovercraft racing across the void since the package from which we’d embarked
included some kind of motor museum. After posing for promotional photographs, this outing saw
us perform for one time only, a dance using figures associated with synchronised swimming to the
tune Ravel’s ‘Bolero’ – not a success. One hour later, we were back on board and heading back to
Dover.
Another annual venture was the Wimborne Folk Festival. For a team that claims not to identify
itself with morris teams, we spend a helluva lot of time dancing with them. Such was the case at
Wimborne, their dance director Brian Bisp of Bourne River Morris being a great fan of ours. One
stunt which he helped us with was in hiring a hearse to transport the sarcophagus and mummy from
Dormers hotel where we spent the evening, to Queen Elizabeth College where we were to perform
at the late night ceilidh. In 1993, the lads went into the Oddfellows’ Arms, near the Minster, which
was one of the few pubs not doing anything for the event. By noon on the Saturday, the landlord
told them, ‘I usually break even during the whole festival. I've done that already, thanks to you lot.
Next year, you must come and stay here.’ So began a period of sleeping on pub floors and being
wined and dined by landlords. Phil Farmer and Jan Coduri were very welcoming.
When they moved to The Wheatsheaf in Blandford Forum in 1996, we stayed there, booking a
minibus into and out of Wimborne 16km away, repeating this over the next two years. It was
resolved to ‘thank’ Phil and Jan by holding a festival at The Wheatsheaf at a low time of year. So it
was in March 1998, the first ever Fig and Date Fayre was held inside and in the pub car park. The
format was Olympic Games with a fig and/or date theme. There would be spitting the date pip
through the eye of a camel, an obstacle race, belly dance competition, fruit rounders, and the pièce
de résistance: Fig Roulette! If ever an extreme sport deserved chronicling it is this. Phil Long works
in the cardboard industry, and constructed a wheel with segments carrying the words ‘Fig’ and
‘Die’. If upon spinning, the pointer lands at ‘Die’, the unlucky player is required to eat a set number
of figs laced with a chilli pepper and ‘Hotheads’™ chilli sauce in one minute to stay in the game.
The most-notable winner was (and probably still is) Deadly Doug of the Ragged Heroes Mummers.
The ‘street theatre’ did not result purely from or as an adjunct to plans for festival culture. The
mummy and sarcophagus routine was one part of this, but it took years before any programme was
devised. Pivotal is the role of the announcer. Initially, it was Jon Shaw, a Medway social worker
and county councillor, who became MP for Chatham and Aylesford in the 1997 Labour landslide.
Today, it is Sean ‘Gobby’ Toher, head of business studies at The Wrotham School. Both Jon and
Sean are excellent drummers, an important skill when melody instruments are unable to carry their
sound in the open air. Most teams worth writing about have one or more ‘character’ which makes
them stand out. Fezheads have Pete Cleggett. Three of the earliest stunts involving him included
‘acrobatics’ (jumping through three hoops held horizontally at head height), ‘laces of fire’, and
making him disappear (rolling him up in the ‘rug of Amok’, then pushing him offstage – cracking
his head on a flagstone outside Rochester Cathedral on one occasion).
Another pub, another dance. I can't remember what motivated the move from the Wheelers’ Arms
six-hundred metres away to the Dog and Gun in Boxley Road, but the fact we needed somewhere to
practise at whim seemed paramount. The venue was the lodge of the Royal Antediluvian Order of
Buffaloes, and the upstairs room was adorned with insignia, certificates, and rolls of honour, so you
could find out who the Grand Primo was for 1953 if you were that bothered. There was also a
photograph dated 1932 of ‘Professor Pushimoffi’s Jazz Band’ on the wall which featured
presumably some of the Lodge’s members playing locally at that time. The new dance was the
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Sword Dance using steel strips purloined from the Aylesford Paper Mill. This was not so much
parody of any sword or rapper dance beloved in the Tradition, more than a poke in its eye. Bearing
in mind that our ‘Father’ Ken Brewster was once a member of London’s Knuckle Rapper team,
anything was possible. The tunes are what I call the ‘Popeye’ tune (my childhood memory recalling
a cartoon Olive Oyl character sleepwalking along telegraph wires – best not to ask!) and Arthur
Ketelby's ‘In a Persian Market’ interspersed by a Fred Astaire chorus. The only other thing
memorable about this venue was the smog-like haze in the bar (which people reading this in a
hundred years time won't understand, since smoking in public places will have long been banned by
then).

The next move was crucial to the development of the team as street theatre, although few thought
that at the time. The new venue was The Upper Bell at Bluebell Hill village with its large car park –
the pub then used for
breakfast on May Day
during the Rochester
Sweeps
Festival.
Wednesday was quiz
night,
and
the
downstairs room was
subdivided into a
games
room
and
private bar - there were
also moves to up the
quality and reputation
of the menu to catch
passing trade off the
M2 motorway. There
was
obviously
a
conversation between
Arthur and Phil about
building a fibreglass
stage cannon from
which Pete would be
‘fired’.

Arthur insisted it would be ready by May Day that year, yet it was with some incredulity I turned up
at practice and found Arthur and others assembling the brute. The following year it was going to be
the Wheel of Death (knife-throwing at a rotating human object) using the sub-structure of the
cannon. It was then one-a-year: levitation using Pete lying in the sarcophagus manipulating false
arms to give the impression of rising up, and Colin the Cobra (snake-charming) the latest. There
was also a chair adapted for carrying our belly dancer Lynne. Other props were less successful.
There was/is a bed of nails, so shrouded that no-one could actually see what was going on inside.
Whilst some things are best left to the imagination, street theatre demands the visual above the
sublime or surreal. Two new dances evolved from the Upper Bell residency: one was the ‘Whirling
Dervish’, devised after haulier Richard Fielding switched on the television after arriving home in
the early hours and watched what passed for entertainment at that time; the second was, the ‘Dance
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of Our Fathers’, incorporating movements associated with Rugby Union, such as the line-out and
passing along the line – often resulting in dropped fezzes around the set!
As mentioned previously, there was the resolution that the Fezheads were to be a ‘festival’ team,
but it took a while before any entrepreneur seized the bait. Despite getting onto the books of several
agencies, little work came our way. One exception was an organiser of an eclectic music festival at
Bracknell. He became satisfied that we were just the team needed for future ventures planned at the
Hawth in Crawley and the former Guildford Folk and Blues Festival, now known as Guilfest. Due
to one of our members moving house to the West Country, two bookings followed at the
Glastonbury Festival. Another annual booking was the Pissed Indian rally held by the Renegades
Motorcycle Club (very scary!)
Another sideline involved the musicians in the team. Actually there are more gifted instrumentalists
in the team than those who actually perform: one is a very good Uillean Piper, another has
certificates for the saxophone. Arthur himself is a classically-trained guitarist, but who often turns
his hand to playing rock ‘n’ roll covers from the sixties and seventies. The team was joined in 2001
by Arthur's brother Marcus, who makes custom-built drum kits as well as being a session musician
at home and abroad. A band, Music Krime, was formed, who are getting bookings because of and
despite the dance team – they now have a CD shortly to be released. In September 2006, half the
team and the band performed at Faversham, whilst the rest danced for the Fez Boys at Twickenham
on a day when it was decided they couldn't afford to turn down either booking!
Two years ago, the Fezheads moved from the Upper Bell which had changed landlords and was
remarkably down on its luck, to the Alexandra Hotel opposite Chatham railway station. My
energies lay elsewhere, and since Nature abhors a vacuum, my place was supplanted by electric
guitar and bass – well, the lads were moving that way so far as I could see. On reflection, the most
ironic comment said to me about the Fezhead’s progress came from Phil Long himself, shortly after
the cannon was wheeled out: ‘When we started, we said we’d get rid of the bells, sticks and hankies
– now we need a van to get around in!’ As far as my own performances go, appearances are split
between the Fezheads, my daughters’ team Rabble, singing in local sessions, and organising bits
and pieces for Sidmouth FolkWeek. I’m busy.
So – are the Fezheads morris, or not morris? My attitude in 1993 was that I didn’t really want to
join a mainstream team, and the Fezheads were very welcoming. The rest is serendipity. Curiously,
the ‘Knee Dance’ was abandoned because, in Arthur’s own words: ‘it looked too much like a morris
dance’. What? With figures such as ‘policeman’s knee’, ‘wobbly knee’ and ‘Teddy knee’? Not
quite Broseley or Stanton Harcourt, dontcha know. But from the other perspective, the rest of the
lads would say, in the words of one of Catherine Tate’s grotesques: ‘Am I bothered?’
Gadaffi Fez, a.k.a. George Frampton
March 2007
( all pictures copyright George Frampton)
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Morris Dancing is... sexy?!
In 2005, John Kirkpatrick talked with Eddie Upton at Sidmouth. Jerry West recently rediscovered
his notes from their meeting...
E: John, how did you get into folk music?
JK: My family (Mum, Dad, my sister & I) all went to church. We kids sang in the choir; there were
lots of families there at that time. One of the lay readers started a Country Dance club to bring
everyone together. Hugh Rippon came down to teach. Full of enthusiasm, they promptly started a
morris team. Someone broke a finger in a stick dance, so the concept was immediately attractive to
a twelve year old! Everyone knew each other - we were just a bunch of mates. This was the start of
Hammersmith Morris. Hugh was an inspiration, full of enthusiasm and ideas. He also took the
dancing at a slower pace which opened opportunities to show off(!) - more graceful and majestic.
E: Slower music means you have to be better dancers...
JK: Yes, you can't hide weaknesses. Mind you, it can be overdone. Gloucester Old Spot were the
best team there has ever been. Mr Jorrocks, although a fantastic team, great dancers, were just that
little bit too slow for my taste.
E: coming back to the start of Hammersmith Morris...
JK: It was something to do outside school (which I found fundamentally unfulfilling), exploring
something new. It was exciting matching music and movement. My family were very keen on
singing, both popular and church music, so this new music fitted right in.
The best dance teams have a chemistry; members submerge their egos for the good of the group.
We just followed Hugh. Now of course we know he was bending the rules: but 1960's Ring teams
could mostly be described as worthy and efficient - but really rather dull! Westminster were an
exception - they were breathtaking, almost balletic, and stunning to watch. They moved so well
together; beautiful music from Dennis Smith; they looked different, with striking colours - you
could tell who they were half a mile away. Most teams then did a bit of everything of course which
makes it difficult to achieve a recognisable magic...
E: What about the Westminster Morris Men (WMM) Unicorn?
JK: Fantastic! All WMM were very good dancers; I personally don't like animals/fools in the set,
but the unicorn could and did make it work. Only a few can do it effectively.
E: Were traditional teams an influence on you?
JK: Oh yes. I saw them at Ring Meetings, Cecil Sharp House, etc. Headington Quarry were held
up as the finest example. Chipping Camden were glorious, lovely speed, but all too rarely seen.
Bampton were regarded as a bit of a joke almost, they did not dance like the book said they should!
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E: Is there a 'right' way to dance morris?
JK: Well, the more variety, the more interest. Sharp took what he thought was 'best', by watching
the 'best' dancer. But he doesn't seem to have valued the spontaneous variations he must have seen,
so he bequeathed a set of instructions which his disciples felt obliged to follow to the letter. Too
much regimentation makes it all rather soul-less.
E: Was Bampton 'sexy'?
JK: Certainly earthy... very minimal... contained.
E: How is this affected by context?
JK: Morris works best in the round (e.g. traditional settings) - all traditional folk works best in small
settings: it's evolved to suit, it's more authentic. Folk can be adjusted to suit the praesidium arch,
but it has to be taken up a notch. It moves away from the essence of what it was in the first place.
For example, performances on the Sidmouth Arena stage are much more formal, more organised.
The dance is the same, but getting on and off, and the occasional figure, are altered to allow for the
setting.
E: Riverdance introduced a new, highly professional dance performance.... Could you imagine a
version using English Dance perhaps?
JK: I can't understand why it hasn't happened already! The basic ingredients of English Morris
Dancing are so much more diverse and interesting than Irish step dancing. However, is it worth
doing? There's much more fun to be had dancing outside the Marine Bar! [E: Morris Offspring?]
Magnificent, all superb dancers, very effective, very well done. [E: but there's a lot of dross
about...] Yes, well over half of the time! Good teams attract and keep an audience, others seem to
have no pride in performance, no energy, no effort to rise to the occasion. You can hardly tell
they'd started in some cases. There's no vision, no teamwork visible; the music is nondescript. But
magic can and does happen, and a good team takes the audience with them. Morris has been
theatrical and some 'traditional' moves must have been choreographed originally. So raising the
level with a professional show might raise the bar for amateurs.
E: So tell us about The Shropshire Bedlams.
JK: I started with some basic design principles: dance slowly, be different. We did intensive
research and then made it up as we went along. We always intended to make an impact - a lot of
effort went into making The Shropshire Bedlams work. We had the right group of people: full of
energy, they got the point and the chemistry was right. We understood the secret: practice, practice,
practice. Blacking up was the most liberating part - we became a team of giants [in the folk-story
sense as well as physical size? JW]. We wanted the audience to see the performance, not the
performers. The tatters amplify movement and enhance size further. There was a deliberate
attempt to be scary. Some teams imitate the superficial elements but without hard work and
precision it is just that... superficial. We did however increase the complexity of our dances further
to exaggerate the differences.
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E: and the music...
JK: The best dance music is played by dancers; many of us started as dancers and then picked up an
instrument. The slow speed also means the musicians had to come up to scratch; it's easier to
recognise and pick up a tune, but there's nowhere to hide. Our music had to be dancey. When
everything works well, it's thrilling beyond words. [E: what about folk rock?] It was of its time; it
flattened out the rhythms, making it fast and zippy. I don't know if it did the music justice.
E: So, can you summarise all this in one sentence?
JK: No!...
JK: Men are sexy when they dance like men; women are sexy when they dance like women. You
can't conceal your... is sexuality the right word?... so flaunt it. When you're a dancer you get such a
buzz from dancing that standing around watching is nothing like as much fun!
E: John Kirkpatrick, thank you very much.
More of John's thoughts on music and morris can be found at http://www.johnkirkpatrick.co.uk

And talking of folk rock………..

Fairport Convention: Old New Borrowed Blue
This was an acoustic album to support a tour of the USA in 1996. It features Simon Nicol, Dave
Pegg, Martin Allcock and Ric Sanders. It has been unavailable since 1997 and this year, 2007,
being the 40th anniversary of the band it has been re-released –and what a gem it is. The more I
listened to it the more I got out of it. Starting with the delightful instrumental “Woodworms
Swing” then on to Loudon Wainwright III song “Men” from his 1994 CD “History”. More tunes
showing all the skill and dexterity and knowledge they have of their instruments. Next up comes a
clever James Taylor song about cryogenics called “Frozen Man”. This CD just goes smoothly and
effortlessly from track to track until it ends with their version of “Matty Groves”followed by “Dirty
Linen”
Some old, some new, but each track is so detailed in its musical construction and sung and played
with so much conviction you can actually feel how much they are enjoying themselves. It has to be
a must for followers of the band and I think it will bring some new devotees to their music. I
remember in the mid 1960s Peggy and Swarb playing at the Jug of Punch folk club in Birmingham
which was run by Ian and Lorna Campbell. They went on to form Fairport and, as they say, the rest
is history but really - is it forty years?
Les Juall
July 2007
See also www.fairportconvention.com
Album available from Talking Elephant records at 62 Cleveland Street, Eston, Middlesbrough TS6
9JR or phone 010642, or info@manillapr.com
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The Albion Dance Band – Dancing Days are Here Again
This double CD consists of a live CD recorded at the Royal Festival Hall in 1976, not previously
available officially, and a studio CD from 1983 originally released as an album in its own right,
then called ‘Shuffle Off’.
The 2 CDs have a different feel, apart from just the obvious live versus studio comparison, with
different line ups of high quality musicians playing modern and traditional instruments, and both
were recorded in the relatively early days of electric folk rock played loud and proud. Yet both
more than stand comparison with the output of today’s plethora of electric folk bands young and
old.
The live CD starts with a 4 tune overture followed by a variety of mostly traditional dance tunes and
some songs featuring Shirley Collins, married at the time to the Albion’s inspiration and bass player
Ashley Hutchings. Many of the arrangements have a similar feel to those found on Ashley’s
seminal ‘Morris On’ album recorded 3 years earlier, and Morris enthusiasts will find several
familiar tunes to enjoy, though they will just have to imagine Eddie Upton’s jigs on stage to
Princess Royal and List for a Sailor. Shirley Collins’ darker songs provide a contrast to the upbeat
dance tunes, although it is debatable whether her distinctive voice and the lively folk / rock / dance
band backing always sit easily together.
The studio CD is the band’s 1983 album ‘Shuffle Off’, available here for the first time on CD
though with no mention in the notes of its earlier history. Recorded 7 years on from the live album
it features a distinctly more rocky line up, with Dave Whetstone and Jean-Pierre Rasle added to the
Hutchings / Mattacks / Nicol engine room. Only 4 of the 13 tracks are noted as ‘trad’, with Dave
Whetstone (not noted for being downbeat) contributing a further 6 and even Dave Mattacks getting
a writing credit for one. For me, the best tracks are those where the band just gets on with playing
tunes that you really might want to dance to, or at the very least tap your toes to, like “Froggy’s
First Jump” and “Wiggle, Wriggle / Roll Me Over”. Most of the CD features such energetic
arrangements, though one or two tracks, although interesting and featuring a variety of dance
tempos, are the sort that if listening at home might make you go in search of a nice cup of tea and a
Kit-Kat.
Overall though a welcome look back to the early Albion output and a reminder of the part the
various incarnations played in moving folk / rock on from its early days. Don’t expect to dance all
the way through (especially if listening in the car) but do expect to enjoy it!
Malcolm Major
June 2007
See previous review for sales details
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Some Recruitment Tips !
In recent years we have successfully recruited several new members and would like to share ideas
with other Sides.
Try having a Recruitment Officer. Recruitment is certainly something that, if you want to increase
the size of your team, you do need to work at regularly, ignore all the disappointments and simply
keep going regardless! It can be a lot of work and takes up lots of time but when it pays off then it
is well worth the effort.
We have mostly recruited dancers and would also like to recruit more musicians. Luckily several of
our dancers are very able musicians. Anyone with brilliant ideas on how to recruit musicians,
please write an article for Morris Matters and we can all try them out.
Well, here is a list of some of the avenues we have tried, with varying degrees of success:
 Attend Local Events (especially very well-attended ones) / organise Local Dance Outs and
advertise them in advance with posters.
 Keep your Local Newspaper / Local Magazine Leisure section informed of practice details
and dance outs and get free adverts. in their “What’s On” Column. Get a bit of editorial and
a nice colour photo in the Local paper occasionally. Get one of their news team to come to
practice / have a go at a dance out and then get a write up. Try not to get a negative write up
about how silly they felt in kit!!
 In the spring, get a list of Local (and Local-ish) Council organised Events and put your Side
forward to perform at some of them. Get your Side’s name/photo on the programme / poster
and go along with lots of leaflets!!
 In October our Local Council (and I believe this is nationwide) organises a Family Learning
Week where the whole family can try activities. Do a performance and then hold a
workshop. And put leaflets all around the venue.
 Something we have not tried ourselves yet: a Side called The Widders have had beermats
made, one side advertising them and with a message “support your local pub”. The flip side
advertises a Folk Festival.
 Your Local Schools Inspectorate might be willing to put leaflets in the school bag to go to
all of their Schools – new teachers coming into the area might be interested. Supply the
appropriate number of leaflets.
 In autumn hold well-advertised workshops somewhere central (ads. on Supermarket
noticeboards are good as well as Libraries, Colleges, pubs, church halls & local papers)
IF AT FIRST YOU DON’T SUCCEED ……….
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Other ideas I have had - on a more ambitious scale - are to
 Organise dance-outs outside cinemas when the film (A Life with Bells on) is being shown. I
am not yet sure how many favours that film will do the Morris world but they do say that
there is no such thing as bad publicity.
 For 2009 Comic Relief, I thought it might be a BRILLIANT idea for ALL Morris Sides
who are willing to, to get together and offer to raise money for Comic Relief. A good cause
and again we could get lots of good publicity. Money could be raised in various ways offer to pay so much to Comic Relief for each individual (or group of individuals) who
comes to practice/attends special workshop and learns a dance is just one idea.
I don't know if it would be feasible / possible for the various Morris Organizations to get
together and liaise on this?
 Perhaps Side's leaflets might emphasise (where appropriate) that Morris Dancing is THE
most fun way to raise money for charity, thus giving it a very positive image.
Mary Levy (Old Palace Clog)
July 2007

Towersey Folk festival
Held over 23 to 27 August – details from www.towerseyfestival.com or phone 010629 827016 –
morris teams include Outside Capering Crew, Berkshire Bedlam and Rivington Morris. Bands
include Tickled Pink, Hekety, Woodpecker Band and Asha.

Morris record attempt
If you’re not at Wallingford Bunkfest, go along to the Moreton in Marsh show on 1 September
2007 where Paul Bryan (Traditional Ilmington MM) is organising the attempt to stage the largest
morris dance. Contact Pam Hathaway at pam@woodside-cottage.co.uk to arrange tickets and car
passes or look at www.morris-at-moretonshow.org for more details.
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Long Lankin’s Ten Things You Should Never Ask A Morris
Man (Or Woman)
1. So which one is Maurice?
2. Why does that lot blacken their faces?
3. Are women supposed to Morris dance?
4. Why is it called “Cotswold” Morris?
5. What’s the difference between Molly and Morris?
6. Who is Molly anyway?
7. Can you do it without beer?
8. Are you allowed to drink lager?
9. Why the bells?
10.

What do you call those little things on the end of shoe laces10?

10

Long Lankin must have been watching the TV programme Eggheads recently (nothing to do with Fezheads) where
the tiebreaker for Windsor Morris was the above question. Unfortunately they didn’t know the correct answer, which
was ……aglet or aiglet.
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